





























































































 































 
 
 





 








 


 



 




 

 
 
 

 



 



  









































































































































































































 






















 
















































































































































































“We’ve got different dress senses and attitudes but we all get
along.”




“We’re all either friends or acquaintances or associates.”
“We all get stressed out...we all get lonely and bored.”
“We stick together...We look after each other, like lending food
or money.”
“We listen to each other and we can go and knock on each
others’ doors...we all need to talk.”











































“This was helped by coming here and also when someone who I
really admired and who saw good in me died.”

“not trying to kill yourself”
“coming off drugs, dumping stupid boyfriends”



“setting goals...dreaming, seeing things progressing”



“We’re on the bottom level.”







“stepping outside of yourself, talking to people”

“It makes the time go by.”











“I was angry at my parents and needed my own space, physical
and mental.”

“My boyfriend’s not very talkative when we’re out but he talks a
lot when we’re alone.”

“I’m realising now that the things that my parents used to tell
me, they weren’t so wrong.”









“letting go of stereotypes”






“older people treating you like a real person”




“Following up on what you say, taking action to show that you’re
serious to make an impact.”

“I’m hopeful because I just take every day as it comes...you
need to prove yourself by your actions.”

“It’s important to have a job and a career, to manage and not







“Seeing my kids...why?...cos’ you can act stupid around them.”




















“Meeting different types of people from different walks of life
and different religions.”

“We’ve got nice rooms and showers!”





“Well, I can’t just be a bum all my life...I can see a nice future.”









“staying healthy, getting up and doing stuff”

“so you can be like them”

“looking after yourself, getting your own shopping, organising
yourself”








“Having a baby – because after that you’re not just living for
yourself.”






“The most important thing is the sense of family...this can be
a massive family instead of your own family.”

“We should do things like this meeting more often.”






















was here I didn’t trust anyone, it’s how they talk to you.”
“The most important thing it gives is ‘freedom’ – not to do
what we like but in a sensible way.”




“Independence means being able to live on your own and not
relying on other people...you can come and go.”



“Help, though you can only help yourself...people here help
you help yourself”




“There’s always someone to talk to...People speak nicely
to you...You need to have someone to talk to...You get stuck
otherwise.”






“I’d put it to (X) when he’s coming in and out.”























































 












 

























“I don’t need it; I need help to help myself.”








“They think it’s like a drug house”.





star.”


over 18s – and I’m not arguing it for myself.”




























































 



 





 







 





 





 


 









 
 






  


 










 
 




 




 
 







 
 








 
 







 
 








 




 















 
































































































































































































